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Agenda
● Share our context and the framing for our library’s antiracist policy 

review

● Discuss how we developed our policy review process

● Discuss policy review implementation

● Share what we’ve learned and how we’re moving forward

● Brainstorm how you could implement an antiracist policy review for 
your library



University of Minnesota Duluth - Kathryn A. Martin 
Library

● 4-year public university

● 89 undergraduate majors

● 25 graduate programs

● Serves over 9,000 students each year

● 1795 full and part time staff. 

● Library staff = 26
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CC BY-ND 2.0

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/


Our Context

● We are a library committee with an antiracist charge

● Antiracist policy review is the action we decided to start with

● Have representation from across the library 



Brave Spaces

● Concept created by Mickey ScottBey Jones, adapted here from 

McKensie Mack.

● Creating a brave space is like creating a shared agreement.

● It’s about setting norms as a community.

https://youtu.be/P2pnoUcF_o4


Our Brave Space

1. We agree to struggle against racism, homophobia, transphobia, sizeism, 
classism, sexism, ableism, ageism and the ways we internalize myths and 
misinformation about our own identities and the identities of others.

2. We know that no space can be completely “safe” and we agree to work 
together towards harm reduction, centering those most affected by 
injustice in the room even if it means centering ourselves.

3. We agree to sit with the discomfort that comes with having conversations 
about race, gender, and identity. We agree to try our best not to shame 
ourselves for the vulnerability that these kinds of conversations require.



Our Brave Space

4. We agree to value the viewpoints of other people that do not challenge or 

conflict with our right to exist.

5. We agree that it’s okay to have feelings. It’s okay to feel uncomfortable 

when we’re discussing complex topics about accountability, relationships, 

justice, and care.



Generous Accountability

● Accountability isn’t about punishment. It’s about growing and healing.

● When we hold ourselves and others accountable, we prevent, intervene in, 
respond to, and heal from harm.

● We all make mistakes. We are going to make mistakes. Generous 
accountability is about asking each other to do the work when mistakes 
happen.

● Building a culture of generous accountability means that we do this work 
together, not alone.



We acknowledge that libraries uphold institutional racism. We are a predominantly white 

profession on a predominantly white campus. We are a predominantly white staff with 

exclusively white leadership. As such, we have explicitly or implicitly benefited from and/or 

supported the policies, systems, and structures that privilege white people at the expense of 

People of Color and indigenous people. 

But we library staff — as individuals and as representatives of an institution — are also in a 

position of power and influence to not just be inclusive, but to actively change the ways that 

our library embodies or preserves racism and white supremacy in our services, our 

collections, our spaces, and our organization.

As a step in addressing racism in our library, we ask that policy holders and responsible 

parties review our library policies through a lens of anti-racism. The goal of policy review is 

to work toward ensuring our policies are applied equitably for all in our community.

Library Policy Review: Statement of Purpose



Library Policy Review: Guiding Questions

Examples of questions to consider when reviewing policies or creating new ones:

● Is it clear how the policy will be applied? When policies are vague they are 

often unfairly or inequitably applied.

● How does the policy support a safe, equitable learning environment in the 

library? How does it not?

● Is the policy likely to have a negative impact on Black people, Indigenous 

people, and/or people of color in the UMD community? 

● What training will need to be done in order to enable staff to effectively 

apply the policy?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xY3gQW8ilV9Y1o3BvQpKjxLOt2NuVxe4KPuayWVS3I8/edit?usp=sharing


Food and Drink Policy Before and After - What We 
Changed

We removed the phrases below, feeling it was not 
right for the library to determine what kinds of 
food are distracting or aromatic

“distracting to others”

“Plan ahead and prepare. Do not bring in 
meals or messy aromatic foods. Foods such 
as pizza, burgers, fries, salads, and soup 
should be consumed outside of the 
library.”

In general, we relaxed the policy a lot. Food 
and drink is now essentially allowed 
everywhere in the main library. We did keep 
our Library Annex building food free, as we 
wanted people who wish to avoid food noises 
or smells to have a place they could be 
comfortable. We wanted to acknowledge that 
people have different needs and sensitivities, 
so added the phrase below

“The library needs to be safe for all 
users, so be respectful of those with 
food allergies and/or sensitivities.”



Food and Drink Policy Before and After - What We 
Kept

“Dispose of waste properly. Place recyclables in 
recycling bins and non-recyclable trash in 
garbage cans. If you need to dispose of 
beverages, pour liquids in a bathroom sink and 
then dispose or recycle the container. Report 
accidental spills to library staff as soon as 
possible.”

“Users who disregard this policy will be asked to 
put the food and drink away, dispose of it or 
remove it from the library.”

“The Library Director reserves the right to 
suspend this policy for special events.”

“This policy will be reviewed regularly to ensure 
that the library’s collections, furnishings and 
equipment are not being adversely affected by 
food and drink.”

We kept a lot of the logistics - what to do if there’s 
a spill, what will happen if someone disregards the 
policy, etc.

We also really liked, and kept, the final statement 
about WHY we have this policy - to keep the 
library in good shape!



Library Policy Review: Procedures

● Who should review each policy? May not entirely follow department or 

committee groupings. For example, display case policy.

● Before a team reviews a policy, they meet with a Unit Change Team 

member to talk through the process and an example of a reviewed 

policy. Team members work through the guiding questions and revise the 

policy as needed.

● Teams get feedback on updated policies: share them with staff and 

student workers, along with a way to share feedback.

● After feedback, updated policies are finalized and posted on the website. 



Library Policy Review: Timeline 

● April 2021: Library teams start reviewing policies

● May 2021: Teams shared their revisions and updates to reviewed policies 

with all staff 

● Fall 2021: Share updated policies for review with all staff and with student 

workers for review and comment

● Spring 2022: Continue to review policies, get feedback, and post to website

● Summer 2022: Continue policy review



Timeline recommendations

● Reviewing a single policy took longer than we expected! Sometimes 

questions came up like “what is this policy actually for?” and “wait, do we 

need a separate policy on ___?” Planning for teams to revise one policy a 

semester might be a good place to start.

● Because some policies need more changes than others - and different 

combinations of people needed to review different policies - we quickly lost 

track of a) what policies were currently under review, and b) what stage of 

the process they were in. 



What we’ve learned

● Reviewing policies takes time, sometimes more time than we think

● Determining which department, committee, or individual should work 
on a policy can be challenging

● Identifying policies or procedures that don’t currently exist but are 
needed is part of this work

● Wordsmithing can be challenging with large groups, we recommend 
working groups of 2-4 people to turn input into a draft a policy to bring 
back to the whole group

● Policy review work will be ongoing and regular part of our work



In your groups, brainstorm steps 
you can take to implement an 
antiracist policy review at your 
library. 

Breakout Discussion



Questions?
libchangeteam@d.umn.edu


